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1 Last November, the concept of “essential archives” raised a number of questions among
archivists, historians and citizens when Le Monde published a Ministry of Culture internal
work document which suggested “reducing archives to essential documents.”1 The report
recommends limiting collection in order to reduce conservation costs, thus supporting a
financial  administration  of  archives,  which  public  debate  has  since  shown  to  be
incompatible  with  republican  and  democratic  principles.2 Moreover,  by  threatening
archives, this political project also threatens the very roots of the writing of history. In
this sense, it is impossible not to approach with renewed interest the abundant recent
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publications  on  what  archives  do  to  art  and  vice  versa.  These  publications  are  the
continuation of an already fruitful reflection on the place of archives in contemporary art
practice. Moreover, it has already suggested answers, which usually open new questions,
and which can feed current debates and future political decisions.
2 Far from  leaving  the  issue  of  the  criteria  for  selecting  documents  to  the  archival
discipline or to public authority, the question at hand is to know whether everything
should be saved, at the risk of hypermnesia. This question is at the centre of Mémoires,
traces et archives en création dans les arts de la scène.3 The numerous contributions edited by
Sophie Lucet and Sophie Proust analyse the delicate archival methods used for ephemeral
representations and the traces of creative processes, through the angle of the difficulty or
the impossibility for archives to record and retranscribe them without risking, in the case
of media recordings, to distort or disfigure them.4 But the relationship to traces is all the
more  interesting  when  it  questions  the  very  nature  of  archives.  The  specificity  of
performing arts leads us to reconsider the status of documents and their boundaries with
artworks. Nathalie Boulouch demonstrates this with the photographs of performances by
Gina Pane kept at the Archives de la critique d’art, by wondering “how [artists] exploit
photography by conceiving images as performance.”5 By involving artists, professionals
and researchers, the book creates a dual movement of production and work based on
archives. The recurrence of concepts such as legacy and transmission of practices and
actions  makes  it  possible  to  clarify  the  memorial  issues  of  performing  arts.  The
remembered past becomes a creative impetus capable of inventing new forms.
3 It is impossible, faced with heterogeneous representations, understandings and uses of
traces, not to redefine the concept of archives. The publications discussed here, offer,
mainly through collections of articles, a wide constellation of viewpoints that all share
common theoretical ground. Throughout the different books, a shared legacy is outlined,
made up of references to the work of Jacques Derrida, Arlette Farge, Michel Foucault,
Walter  Benjamin and Paul  Ricœur in  particular.  Although the reader  could expect  a
questioning of these historical and philosophical references, or at any rate their critical
update, some key notions (such as ghostly or fragmentary archives, events, monuments,
traces)  are  simply  reused.  However,  is  it  possible  to  renew  the  definition  of  and
relationship  to  archives  without  broadening  the  framework  for  thinking  about
contemporary art practices?
4 In this respect, Archives au présent probably offers the most significant answers. In their
introduction,  Catherine Goussef  and Pascal  Dubourg Glatigny both define the archive
from the historian’s viewpoint, “for [whom] a document from the past is not necessarily
an  archive.  Archives  are  unique  documents  that  are  rarely  circulated,  and  have
undergone an archival process“6,  which rules out “mementos found in attics or scrap
paper discovered in a drawer.”7 The historian they describe is a tutelar and authoritarian
figure who does not seem willing to give much of a role to artists who would like to
contribute to history. Artists, for their part, seek “the traces of histories which do not
enter dominant narratives”8 outside of institutional spaces,  as demonstrated by Lotte
Arndt  with  the  example  of  Kapwani  Kiwanga’s  group  exhibition,  in  which  she  puts
scientific discourse to the test. Although the numerous case studies in this publication
show the abundant possibilities offered when working with archives, it is unfortunate
that the very dissimilar contributions are not connected in any way. For example, the
portfolio  does  not  identify  the  tendency  to  use  showcases,  tables  and  topographical
pictures in the exhibition views of the works which are discussed. How do these artists,
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who are reportedly worried “by the historicising recording of their work”9, succeed in
shaping a dynamic relationship to archives and artworks while using rigid documentation
processes?
5 A  potential  redefinition  of  archives  only  seems  possible  by  integrating  the  changes
induced by digital technologies, as preservation technology for physical archives and as
the  original  format  of  some  documents.  Although  it  is  often  mentioned  in  the
publications discussed here,  the French translation of  digital  technologies,  numérique,
eclipses the evocation of the fingerprint and the materiality of the object conjured by the
word digital,  in favour of the mathematical concept of abstract computerised coding.10
The consequences of vocabulary and its connotations play an important role on different
capacities and ways of conceptualising digital technologies. To consider digital memory
as a “indefinitely expandable and sharable flux”11 conceals the unreliability of digital
technologies,  whose conservation standards require the regular  migration of  content
onto new material.12 Therefore, it is no surprise that the most relevant reflections on the
subject come from an English-speaking publication, which mostly discusses the archiving
of Internet artworks. The contributions gathered in Lost and Living (in) Archives: Collectively
Shaping New Memories, successfully reevaluate many axioms, by adopting a dialogical and
radical position. This radicalness places collective citizen activism at the heart of the
democratic  archival  process  and  indeed  questions  the  appropriation  of  archives  by
governments and private companies. Against an understanding of the Internet as infinite
memory, this book underscores its flaws (such as deleted pages and websites).  It also
demonstrates its ability to federate spaces for resistance in response to censorship and
propaganda.13
6 The striking and conflictual trait that all these books share is most certainly the criticism
of the modifications and aestheticization of  visual archives.  In A qui  appartiennent  les
images ? : le paradoxe des archives, entre marchandisation, libre circulation et respect des œuvres,
a  fascinating  collection  of  illuminating  interviews  on  the  question  of  the  place  of
audiovisual archives in history, Sylvie Lindeperg and Ania Szczepanska speak with art,
archive and law specialists of the falsification of film, through the reactivation of a debate
about the colourisation of archives in a documentary, Apocalypse: la Seconde Guerre
mondiale14. Would a “regulation code” or a “deontological charter”15 be desirable in order
to create a reasonable and transparent use of archives? Numerous examples encourage
greater  watchfulness  regarding  practices  which  endanger  the  historicity  of images
without hindering artists’  absolute freedom to create.  To open the debate towards a
reflexion on an ethics of gaze and form seems the only way to avoid the pitfall of the
manipulation of history, as demonstrated by Before the Eye-Lid’s Laid. This book shows the
work of artist Agnès Geoffray in poetical dialogue with art critic J. Emil Sennewald, the
winner of  the AICA France prize in 2016.  Although the reparations she performs on
archive  images  are  almost  surprising  by  their  naivety,  her  work  on  their  visibility
conditions  is  an  assertive  reflection  on  the  photographic  medium.  By  its  play  on
reproduction,  apparition,  confrontation  and  subtraction,  this  little  book  offers,
throughout  its  assembled,  uncut  pages,  the  possibility  to  be  handled  and  seen  in  a
temporality of interstices and contretemps, which, far from the sensationalist images of a
colourised documentary, confer the depth of a sensitive field onto visual archives.
7 One last point that is emphasised by these books will doubtless alert the reader. Although
the restrictions that hinder the free consultation of certain archives are well-known16, the
difficulties arising from copyright and the excessive costs of certain audiovisual archives,
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hindering  their  use,  are perhaps  less  obvious17.  Political  and  economical  decisions
determining the access to archives and their uses weaken their democratic power and
their status as common good. It is generally recognised that a durable solution can be
found in dialogue, granted, however, that citizens and professionals’ demands are heard
and taken into account, in order for the freedom of artists to address history from its
archives to live on.
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